
For Librarians: How do I explain how Palace relates to Other Apps 
 
Libraries and patrons have total control over whether they use Palace, another App, or both. Here are some options depending on your 
situation. 
 

You have Overdrive/Libby and the content is integrated into Palace 

There are a range of approaches. It may make sense to start slow (with A or B), before potentially moving towards the middle/Palace side. 

A. Libby is Primary App B. Libby is Primary App C. Offer Both Apps D. Offer Both Apps E. Palace is Primary App 
Promote Palace to staff and 
early adopters. 

Offer Palace as an 
alternative with a different 
collection; explain that some 
devices aren’t compatible. 

Give a short explanation 
focused on the two different 
collections; explain that 
some devices aren’t 
compatible with Palace. 

Give a longer explanation of 
the differences; explain that 
Palace can access the 
majority of the Overdrive 
collection but that some 
devices aren’t compatible. 

Offer Libby as an alternative 
for devices that aren’t 
compatible with Palace, or 
for people who just prefer 
Libby. 

 

You have Overdrive/Libby but the content is not integrated into Palace 

Libraries whose catalog doesn’t offer SIP2 (a way to connect other resources to a catalog for patron logins) aren’t able to integrate Overdrive 

content within Palace. It may make sense to start slow, with “Libby is Primary App.” 

A. Libby is Primary App B. Offer Both Apps 
Offer Palace as an alternative with a different collection; explain that some 
devices aren’t compatible. 

Give an explanation about the two different collections and explain that 
some devices aren’t compatible with Palace. 

 

You also have Hoopla (or another service that doesn’t integrate) 

Offer both apps, keeping in mind the differing collections; explain that some devices aren’t compatible with Palace. 

 

You only have Palace 

Offer it to your patrons; explain that some devices aren’t compatible. 


